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Chart Positions:
Moon in Capricorn in the 5th House

Sun in Pisces in the 6th House
Mercury in Aquarius in the 6th House

Venus in Pisces in the 6th House
Mars in Aries in the 7th House

Jupiter in Aries in the 8th House
Saturn in Sagittarius in the 4th House

Uranus in Scorpio in the 3rd House
Neptune in Sagittarius in the 3rd House

Pluto in Pisces in the 7th House
Node in Libra in the 2nd House

Midheaven in Gemini
Ascendant in Virgo
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Frederick Chopin - Highlights for Chart

Rising:
Careful and precise, Virgo appears caring and responsible. Its attention to details and
analytical  skills (and probably mental, verbal) is obvious to all. Appearance is always refined
and neat.

Virgo Rising
Strongest Planet:
You are fiery, self-motivated, aggressive, and courageous. You are direct and often tactless.
You do not like to be told what to do and you are content to blaze your own trail. You can
discover and invent, but may also lack follow-through.

Mars in Aries

Life Force:
You draw energy from yourself and feel most alive when fulfilling your inner sense of promise.
You can be a force to reckon with, but only when you are on track. Self-doubt can lead to
lethargy, so you need to stay in touch with your inner mission.

Sun Hyleg
The Closest Aspect:
Reputation and stature are important to you. You strive and struggle to attain a position of
leadership and power. A secure domestic and inner life is equally important to you, and you
tend to be torn between dedication to home and to career.

Sun Square Midheaven
Emotional Environment:
Attention & appreciation from others are important to you. Your creative expressions are also
very dear to you, some of them representing the most meaningful aspects of yourself. You
enjoy children, games, and sports.

Moon in 5th House
Life Mission:
A great deal of your sense of self-worth is derived from being a competent, efficient worker
and doing a good job. You are attentive to details and have a high standard of perfection for
yourself.

Sun in 6th House
Mind:
Problems and decisions are handled in an organized, efficient manner. You like to apply your
mind in a practical way to make something work more efficiently and effectively. You succeed
in skilled trades.

Mercury in 6th House
Attachments:
You like to make work an enjoyable experience; a job should not be drudgery, and you do
what you can to make it enjoyable, pleasant, and a labor of love. You enjoy helping people;
you do a good job, but are not a fanatic about it.

Venus in 6th House
Motivation:
People who are self-motivated and aggressive appeal to you, and you want your partners and
friends to be strong, courageous people. However, you are also prone to power struggles with
others because either of you may let the other one rule.

Mars in 7th House
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